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ABSTRACT

Four different kinds of carbon materials were synthesized successfully from

saussurea involucrata, cotton stalk and cellulose by two activation methods

(KOH-chemical activation method and mixed molten-salt synthesis). Carbon

structures, electrochemical and flexible properties are studied. The saussurea

involucrata-based flexible symmetric all-solid states supercapacitor exhibited

high electrochemical performances, including high specific capacitance (129 F

g-1 at 2 mV s-1) and excellent cycle stability (* 85% capacitance retention even

after 10,000 cycles). More importantly, it also displays excellent bending

endurance, the specific capacitance is almost unchanged after 100 bends. This

study shows promising materials in symmetric all-solid state supercapacitor

applications.

1 Introduction

In recent decades, the relationship between energy

and environment has drown more and more atten-

tion [1–4]. The development of energy storage devi-

ces became more importantly. Among various energy

storage devices, supercapacitors have many special

performances, such as short charge/discharge rate,

long cycling reliability and safety. Meanwhile, with

the development of flexible wearable devices, flexible

supercapacitors have become a significant and

inevitable trend [5–7].

As the electrode active material of supercapacitors,

biomass-based activated carbon materials have many

advantages, especially in environmental protection,

easily available and low cost [5, 8–10]. Many kinds of

biomass-based activated carbon materials have been

successfully used in supercapacitor electrodes, such

as banana peel [11], soybean milk [12], chitosan [13],

basil seed,[14] areca palm leaves,[15] wheat

straw,[16] tassel tree flowers,[17] wax gourd[18] and

cotton leaf [19]. As a king of waste byproduct, cotton

stalk often has been dumped or burned in the field,

which resulting in ash and hazardous gas emissions

[20, 21]. Cellulose is a widely present and renewable
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resource in nature. It possesses high carbon content

and widely used as precursors in supercapacitors

[22, 23]. More importantly, our group also success-

fully obtained porous carbon materials with the cot-

ton stalks [20], saussurea involucrate [24] and

cellulose [22]. They all exhibited excellent perfor-

mances in traditional supercapacitors. However, the

electrochemical properties in flexible all-solid states

supercapacitors (ASSC) with these carbon materials

are still unknown. Based on this, we intend to study

whether they have good performances in ASSC.

Meanwhile, as far as we know, there is few system-

atic reports concern about the different materials in

flexible all-solid states supercapacitors. Therefore,

using efficient and simple ways to find a good carbon

structure in ASSC would be critical for flexible all-

solid states supercapacitors.

In this work, the mixed salts activation strategy

and KOH activation method were employed as two

activation agents to prepare porous carbon, three

common precursors (saussurea involucrata, cotton

stalk and cellulose) were used as precursors. By

studying these carbon materials, the proper carbon

materials with high electrochemical performances as

well as excellent mechanical properties are obtained.

This study will give guidance when selecting the

suitable carbon materials for symmetric all-solid

supercapacitor.

2 Experiment

2.1 Materials preparation

Biomass precursors (cotton stalk, saussurea involirata

and cellulose) were transferred into a tubular furnace

for carbonation under the protection of nitrogen, then

the biomass powder was heated to 400 �C at a heat-

ing rate of 5 �C min-1 and maintained for 1 h, then

the sample was cool down to room temperature at

cooling rate of 5 �C min-1 to obtain carbon precursor.

Two strategies were used to prepare of electrode

material.

In the first activated process, three product were

mixed with KOH (the mass ratio is 1:4) respectively

and transferred in a tubular furnace to pyrolysis.

Then heated to 800 �C at a rate of 5 �C min-1 and

maintained at this temperature for 2 h. The all pro-

cesses are under the protection of Ar. After obtaining

the porous carbon, put it into a beaker with 10% HCl

and stir for 24 h. The samples were washed with

deionized water and then the electrode material can

be obtained after totally drying at 50 �C for 12 h. The

related samples were marked as SAK, CSAK.

As for second activated process, three carbon

products were mixed with KOH and NaCl (the pre-

carbonized sample: KOH: NaCl = 1:4:1). The mix-

tures were activated at 800 �C for 2 h. The all pro-

cesses are under the protection of Ar. After obtaining

the porous carbon, put it into a beaker with 10% HCl

and stir for 24 h. The samples were washed with

deionized water and then the electrode material can

be obtained after totally drying at 50 �C for 12 h. The

related samples were marked as CSAN and CAN.

2.2 Fabrication of the electrode

The carbon material, acetylene black and polyte-

trafluoroethylene (PTFE) were mixed at a mass ratio

of 8:1:1. The mixture was rolled into a round plate

with a diameter of 8 mm. The loading mass of each

active materials on each electrode was * 1.5 mg.

2.3 Electrochemical measurement

The all-solid-state flexible supercapacitor was

assembled from two identical electrodes, wherein

PVA/LiCl gel was used as the electrolyte. For

preparing the PVA/ LiCl gel, 10 g PVA and 20 g LiCl

were mixed with 100 mL deionized water. Then, the

obtained mixture was heated to 80 �C with vigorous

stirring until it became clear. Then, two electrodes

were overlayed the carbon cloth head-to-head for

20 min. As a result, after packaging, the all-solid-state

symmetric SC device was obtained.

Electrochemical performance measurements were

carried out in a two-electrode system by a cyclic

voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy (EIS) and charge–discharge performance of

supercapacitors was studied on a CHI 760E electro-

chemical workstation. CV test of the two-electrode

cell were investigated between 0.8 and 0 V. EIS

measurements were performed by an AC voltage

with 5 mV amplitude in a frequency range from

0.01 Hz to 100 kHz at the open circuit potential. The

tests of cycle life were performed on a land cell taster

(Land, CT-2001A).

According to the charge/discharge curves, the

specific capacitance of electrodes can be calculated

based on the following equation:
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Cm ¼ Id � Dt
DV �m

where Cm (F g-1) is specific capacitance, Id (mA) is

the discharge current, Dt (s) is the discharge time and

DV (V) is the discharge voltage range, m (mg) is the

mass loading of active materials based on both

electrodes.

Energy density E (Wh kg-1) and power density P

(W kg-1) were calculated according to the following

equations:

E ¼ 1

2
Cm � DV2 � 1

3:6

P ¼ E

Dt
� 3600

where the Cm (F g-1) is specific capacitance based on

mass loading of active materials in both electrodes,

DV(V) is the discharge voltage range that is exclusive

of the IR drop, Dt(s) is the discharge time.

3 Results and discussion

Scheme 1 shows the main process of preparing

supercapacitor. The first step is to cut the carbon

cloth with area of 1 cm 9 3 cm. And then attach the

prepared electrode to the end of carbon cloth.

Applying the PVA/LiCl on it. Finally covered elec-

trolyte and carbon cloth with another electrode to

obtain a ASSC.

Figure 1a–d show the typical SEM images of four

samples after activation. It can be seen clearly that all

samples exhibit various disordered porous channel

structure. Compared with Fig. 1a, b, SAK exhibits

porous square structure. The grooves in these squares

are activated by KOH activation. CSAK not only

shows open and porous structure, but also forms a

flute-like structure with KOH activation. The pore

size of CSAK is about 3 lm. Meanwhile, CSAN and

CAN show thinner and shaggy morphology with a

molten-salt synthesis in Fig. 1c, d. CSAN has bigger

holes and thinner carbon wall than CAN. In general,

compared with CSAN and CAN, materials activated

by KOH (SAK and CSAK) have more macropores

and thicker carbon wall. This stronger 3D porous

carbon skeleton made them decrease mechanical

damage effectively during the practical application.

Thus, they exhibit excellent mechanical properties, as

can be confirmed in Fig. 6.

Lattice stripes of SAK can be clearly observed in

Fig. 2a because of the instability alkyl chains and

some linkages between monomer units and the

methoxy substituents of the aromatic rings, which are

generally accompanied by the release of water or gas

[25]. Figure 2b presents an unevenly macroporous

structure. Macropores are formed by the structure of

the cotton stalk itself. Figure 2c exhibits the loose

carbon structures of CSAN formed by the NaCl at

high temperature. NaCl spread into the tube bundles,

which are favorite for the mixing of the molten salt

and precursor and finally leads to the formation of

porous carbon sheets under air atmosphere [26, 27].

Because CAN is microcrystalline cellulose. The NaCl

is easier to insert into the sample, the carbon layer is

thinner than other materials in Fig. 2d.

The intrinsic properties of the samples were ana-

lyzed by XRD and Raman spectra. Figure 3a shows

the XRD patterns of four activated carbon samples, a

typical diffraction peak at approximately 22� and 43�
demonstrate the diffractions peak of (002) and (100)

planes of graphitic carbon and disordered carbon

[28–30]. The broad peaks of carbon are due to the

Scheme 1 Schematic of the

flexible all-solid states

supercapacitor
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Fig. 1 The representative

SEM images of all samples at

the magnifications: a SAK;

b CSAK; c CSAN; d CAN

Fig. 2 The representative

TEM images of all samples at

the magnifications: a SAK;

b CSAK; c CSAN; d CAN
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abundant micropores, confirming the amorphous

carbon structure [31–33]. As for SAK and CSAK, the

peak of (002) plane show an obviously broaden and

disappeared trend compared with CAN and CSAN.

The increase of diffraction intensity at low scattering

angles (2h\ 10�) indicates the increased amount of

micropores [34]. Raman spectra further explores the

physicochemical properties of the synthesized carbon

materials in Fig. 3b. All samples have two typical

carbon characteristic diffraction peaks appeared in

1360 cm-1 (D peak) and 1586 cm-1 (G peak). D peak

with a double-resonance represents the degree of

disordered structure or structural defects. G peak

corresponding to graphite in-plane vibrations repre-

sents an ordered carbon [35–38]. The calculated rel-

ative intensity ratio values (ID/IG) for all samples is

0.89 (SAK), 0.91 (CSAK), 1.01 (CSAN) and 1.03

(CAN). The larger ID/IG value is, the more defects

and lower graphitization degree are found in carbon

crystal [39, 40]. It indicates that SAK and CSAK have

higher graphitization degree and better conductivity

[22, 41–43]. This is because KOH can react with car-

bon to make more graphitized carbon [44, 45]. It also

shows CSAN and CAN have more disordered

structure and have more defects.

Furthermore, the porous properties of samples

were examined with N2 adsorption/desorption

isotherms, four samples were characterized at 77 K as

shown in Fig. 3c. And the corresponding pore size

distributions of the samples calculated using the

nonlinear density functional theory (DFT). The N2

adsorption amount of SAK and CSAK is higher than

CSAN and CAN, which is because the KOH activator

can effectively generate micropores and middle holes

in various structural carbons. The surface area was

calculated by the standard BET method show in

Table 1. This confirms that carbon activated by KOH

can efficiently increase the specific surface area. As

can be seen from Fig. 3d, SAK and CSAK have more

obvious peaks at 0.5–1.5 nm, which is suitable for the

diffusion of electrolyte ions [46]. The properties of the

samples are summarized in Table 1. The BET surface

area is calculated to be 2073 m2 g-1, 1964 m2 g-1, 826

Fig. 3 a XRD patterns;

b Raman spectra; c Nitrogen

adsorption–desorption

isotherms; d Pore size

distribution, calculated from

the adsorption isotherms using

DFT method. The inset shows

magnified section of pore

diameter ranging from 0 nm to

2.5 nm

Table 1 Textural characteristic properties of the porous carbon

Sample SBET (m2 g-1) Vtotal (cm
3 g-1)

CSAN 826 0.46

CAN 822 0.50

SAK 2073 0.89

CSAK 1964 1.03

Obtained by DFT method
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m2 g-1 and 822 m2 g-1 for SAK, CSAK, CSAN and

CAN, respectively. The SAK has the highest surface

area than other samples, which made it store more

charges. These results suggested that KOH activation

greatly enhanced the development of pores during

activation. The active ions from KOH will intercalate

with the carbon matrix, widening the space between

carbon layers and enhances the total pore volume.

All carbon materials were made into electrodes and

assembled into symmetric ASSCs. The

Fig. 4 CV curves of four

electrodes at various scan rates

ranging from 2 to 100 mV s-1

in PVA/LiCl electrolyte:

a SAK; b CSAK; c CSAN;

d CAN. The galvanostatic

charge–discharge curves of

e SAK; f CSAK; g CSAN;

h CAN
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electrochemical performance was measured using

cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic cycling

techniques. Figure 4a–d show the CV curves at dif-

ferent scan rates from 2 to 100 mV s-1. All CV curves

are approximately rectangular, and no other redox

peaks exist. These mean typical characteristics of

double layer capacitance. Among these CV curves,

SAK exhibits better rectangular shape than other

materials. When the scan rates increasing, SAK

shows no obvious deformation with the increasing

scan rate. It is indicating more ideal electrical double-

layer capacitive behavior than others, which results

from the higher porosity and narrower hole distri-

bution of SAK. At 2 mV s-1, the specific capacitances

of SAK, CSAK, CSAN and CAN are 129 F g-1, 133 F

g-1, 176 F g-1 and 90 F g-1. At 100 mV s-1, the

specific capacitances of SAK, CSAK, CSAN and CAN

are 98 F g-1, 57 F g-1, 88 F g-1 and 26 F g-1. Mean-

while, the specific capacitance of SAK can reach 129 F

g-1 at 2 mV s-1, which is higher than other sym-

metric ASSC [28, 47–50], even other supercapacitors

of aqueous electrolytes [51]. Figure 4e–h present the

galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) curves at var-

ious current densities. There is no obvious voltage

drop in these materials except CAN, indicating that

the material has good conductivity and small and

negligible internal resistance. As the current density

increases, the charging time decreases and the shape

of the curve remains the same. The specific capaci-

tance of SAK, CSAK, CSAN and CAN electrodes at

0.2 A g-1 are 118 F g-1, 88 F g-1, 150 F g-1 and 68 F

g-1, respectively. Electrode derived from SAK can

work at larger current density (20 A g-1). It indicates

that SAK has better capacitive behavior than others.

Figure 5 shows the cyclic charge–discharge test of

all-solid states supercapacitor at 10 A g-1. The

specific capacitance increases initial and then

decreases. In the initial cycles, the capacitive reten-

tion increases, which is related to electrode activa-

tion. Electrolyte ions permeate the material and

improve the utilization rate of the material. After

6000 cycles, the specific capacitance of CSAK, CSAN

and CAN remains 85%, 80% and 75%. While the

specific capacitance of SAK can remain 85% even

after 10,000 cycles of charge and discharge. It is

proved that the all-solid states symmetric superca-

pacitor based on these materials have a long cycling

life.

In order to further study the charge transfer resis-

tance within these materials in PVA/LiCl electrolyte,

the Nyquist plot was collected by electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in Fig. 6c. The Re is

resistance and Rct is charge transfer resistance. The

frequency range is from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz. The

open circuit potential is 5 mV. The simulation of

Nyquist plot shows there is apparent semicircle in the

high-frequency range which is caused by the electric

double-layer capacitance. The Re and Rct of SAK is 6.0

X and 0.8 X. The Re and Rct of CSAK is 3.0 X and 1.4

X. This phenomenon shows that the resistance of

SAK is bigger than that of CSAK, but charge transfer

resistance of SAK is smaller than CSAK’s. It means

that the SAK is more suitable for working at high

current density, this corresponds to the result in

Fig. 4e. The energy density and power density of

flexible ASSC were shown in Ragone plot in Fig. 6f.

The highest energy density of SAK and CSAK are

10.5 W h kg-1 and 7.8 W h kg-1 when the power

density of two samples are both 320 W kg-1.

In order to verify the flexibility of ASSC and its

application in wearable electronics. We tested the

electrical properties under different bending radius

in Fig. 6. Figure 6a shows CV cures of SAK with

0–20 mm bending radius at 20 mV s-1. The CV cures

are exhibited a rectangular shape at different bending

radius. After calculation, the fluctuation of specific

capacitance is 84–92 F g-1. Figure 6d shows the CV

cure of SAK under 10–100 times bending. After

bending 100 times, SAK still has better rectangular

shape. The specific capacitance change is no more

than 10% after bending 100 times. The curve shows

very small relative changes compared to the previous

Fig. 5 Cycle stability performance of the SAK, CSAK, CSAN

and CAN at 10 A g-1 in PVA/LiCl
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one. After calculation, the fluctuation of specific

capacitance in different bending times is 77–82 F g-1

at scan rate of 20 mV s-1, which shows good bending

stability. These electrochemical performance analyses

suggest that SAK is promising electrode material for

fabricating ASSC due to high specific capacitance and

good flexibility. As for other materials, the flexible

performances are not as optimistic as SAK. As shown

in Fig. S5, the CV cures are not presentative rectan-

gular after bending. It means other carbon structure

is not suitable for flexible ASSC. SAK not only has

long and big clod flute porous carbon to obtain

excellent electrochemical performances, but also has

a 3D carbon skeleton to endure some mechanical

damage. It indicates SAK has great potential in

wearable electronics.

4 Conclusion

In summary, different carbon materials have been

obtained with three materials and two methods.

Saussurea involucrata activated by KOH has large

specific area (2073 m2 g-1), reasonable pore distri-

bution and 3D carbon skeleton. When assembled

flexible supercapacitors with PVA/LiCl, it exhibits

higher specific capacitance, excellent cycle stability

and flexibility. After 10,000 cycles, the capacitance

can still retain 85%. The as-fabricated ASSC well

retained its electrochemical performance even under

harsh conditions. This result provides references for

the preparation of electrode material in flexible

supercapacitors.
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